In-Store Execution
NOW AND

THE FUTURE!
NOW
Traditional means of measuring retail execution performance are inaccurate and
inadequate anymore and cannot:
Converting manually gathered
data into actionable Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) by
measuring against defined
targets.

Accurately capture the current
shelf and store conditions.

Give directions regarding directing
the user regarding which actions
should be executed at what store
and for what products.

Merchandisers are the only gateway for Manufacturers to understand what happens inside stores,
but manual-store audits.
Your field force or merchandizer manually inspects the SKU assortments in every category per
segment and inputs the data into his SFA mobile application before exiting the store.

Challenges

Inaccuracy in data due to
human errors

Inadequate and
inconsistent data

Tedious and
time-consuming

Covers only a fraction
of stores

Impact
Inability to quickly resolve execution errors and
out of stocks
Lost sales
Unrecognized retailer payouts
Poor in-store shopping experience
Inability to quickly respond to changing
market opportunities

BUT...THERE IS A BETTER FUTURE!

The Future
Artificial intelligence turns complex data sets into actionable insights that improve perstore sales. Computer vision technology enables the automation of store auditing and
Internet of things (IoT) applications can reveal location-based insights, such as product
presence, optimal stocking. sgare of shelf and compliance.
PRODUCT
STOCKING

CLICK

OR

ON-SHELFAVAILBILITY

Installation of a small formfactor camera on store
shelves will automatically
capture images of the store
every hour.

Shelf images are
captured by field agents
or merchandizers
visiting the store.

Live action-plans for onthe-spot optimization of
shelf and execution
optimization.

Image
packshots

Shelf images captured by
the application.

CLOUD AI

ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS
AVAILABLE IN REAL-TIME TO
EVERY STAKEHOLDER

COMPUTER VISION +
ARTIFIFICAL INTELLIGENCE

Image Recognition AI will transform the process of retail execution by empowering retail companies
with instant and accurate insights made available, straight from the store, every shelf, and every
SKU.
Mobile devices will be a relevant part of retail execution solutions since they enable image
capturing, data visualization, intuitive decision making, and the ability to execute in real-time.
The captured images are processed by complex image recognition algorithms to correctly identify
every object present on the shelf and derive actionable insights.

Impact of Image Recognition

Detailed insights
with unmatched accuracy

Highly scalable to cover
more stores

Audit time cut
in half!

Increased frequency
of data collection

A NEW ERA IN RETAIL EXECUTION
AND DECISION MAKING

Lift sales in
every store

Save millions in
retailer payouts

Discover new stores
and new markets

READY TO MAKE THE CHANGE?
TALK TO US TODAY!
www.infilect.com

